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A b s t r a c t if

This survey ie a written version of lectures given at the

Bekuriani Workshop on High Energy Physics, January, 1^85. We

discuss the recent discovery of a new phenomenon— dynamical вуш-

metry breaking in supersymmetric p;auge theories with matter -

which is generated by inetantons. Under a certain choice of the

matter auitipleta the gauge invariance is inevitably spontaneous-

ly broken, gauge boeons acquire masses, the evolution of tbe

"runoins" coupling as-astant is frozen and we find ourselves in

the weak coupling regime. Sometimes the pattern includes also

spontaneous supersymmetry breaking. Both, basic aspects of the

mechanism and parbicular dynamical scenarloe realized in typical

models, are described.

' ! \£) Институт теоретической и экспериментальной фи.чикн, 1085



1. Introduction

At present supersymmetry (SUsy)L1"'jis the f ie ld of high-

energy theoretical physics where the roost concentrated efforts

are Invested, and Investigations are vapidly expanding. Гпеге i s

a constant and ample flow of works devoted to eupersynusetilc

theorise aad their possible applications (see, e.g. the review

p a p e r » L ^ ] ). One of the basic problem* whose solution can be

provided, according to general expectations! by supersymmetric

models i s the notorious problem of mass hierarchies. Tbe mass

scales observed experimental? and existing in the theory sees

to be the steps in a giant ladder, and every step i s separated

from i t s neughbours by the distance of many orders of magnitude,
i a

from a few electron-volts - the neutrino mass - up to 10 GeV -

the Plane mass.

Superaymmetry gives hope<- Jfor explanation of the mass

hierarchy due to two related reasons. First, thanks to the absen-

ее of renormalizatiom in perturbation theory L '̂J, the so called

aoa-renormalieation theorems, the f ie lds are protected from

acquiring large aaeses in loop diagrams. Therefore, i f the dif-

ference in авазеа i s introduced ic the lagrangian from the very

beginning i t wi l l be preserved to a l l orders in the coupling

constant and there i s no need in farther fine-tuning. Second,

and what i s шоге important, one may expect to find a d^nacicai

зуятеггу brea&ing by exponential (in the inverse coupling cone-

tact) effects, since the noc-reaormslisatiou theorems, mentioned

aoove, are valid only in perturbation theory. As a result a very

зля11 parameter weald naturally £зег£е in the theory which

in principle, explain the occursnee of the mass hierarchy.
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Just this issue - the dynamical ЯВЯТ brea'dng - i s the sab*

Jeet of the present review. Thus, from the flow of the current

literature on supersymmetry we have chosen only one streamlet

(the review i s based on xets. Ll*"2<]), which, however, can become

with time a deep stream if the hopes for the explanation of the

fflaes hieraraohy will come true. In any case, we are dealing here

with a very elegant theoretical phenomenon,

?rom the technical point of view the most important step i s

the use of instantonei J. Up to now the BP5T instantons, very

instructive for understanding the structure of non-abelian theo-

ries, had no reliable practical applications (see the review

paperL j). Here we are dealing with the situation in which the

instanton contribution i s well defined and results in. a qualita-

tive effect *- spontaneous breaking of the colour symmetry and

SUST.

Let as recall some known examples of the dynamical symmetry

breaking revealing analogies and distinctions from the phenome-

non which we are going to discuss in detail*

i t first sight supereymmetric gauge theories are very much

alike the "ordinary" quar.tum chromodynamlcs. In the simplest

case, in SUST gluodynamlcs, the only difference reduces to the

fact that the fermions, the so called gluinos Я ы t are desc-

ribed by Majorana fields transforming according to the adjoint

representation of the colour gro up. (In QCS quarks are described

by Dirac fields in the fundamental representation). If we intro-

duce the matter fields in BUST gluodynamics then, along with the

matter fermions, quarks, there appear also their scalar counter-

partners, sometimes called squarks.

Jbenottenologieal analysis of QQD shows that the chiral sym-
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metry of the QCD lagraagian is spontanaosuly broken (see, e.g.

the text-books If *])• Namely, in the nassless Unit one can

separately rotate ( U «^ ) and ( U
R ;
 M^ ) which implies

SU(2)xSU(2) invariance of the lagraagian. At the same time, the

physical spectrum is non-invariant under these transformations

since the particles are not degenerate in parity. Tiie order pa-

rameter characterizing the chiral symmetry breaking is well

known,

(1.1)

«here u and d are the quark fields and o< is the colour index.

In supersynuaetric theories we shall also indulge in calcu-

lations of various vacuum condensates, learning in this way

about spontaneous breaking of this or that symmetry. In particu-

lar, we shall discuss the gluino condensate,

Фо Ci.2)

where Л- i s the colour index, CL s 1,2,5 for the SU(2) gauge

group.

However, in QCD we deal with the strong coupling theory, so

that there are no consilient theoretical methods of finding

condennstes. SAJ, the condensate (1.1) i s extracted from the pion

low-energy phenomenology. On the ш ntrary, in the supersymmetric

theories (more exactly, in the variants which are discussed be-

low) a l l phenomena take place in the weak coupling regime. '.That

i s even more important, in QCD the colour symmetry i s unbroken

while the most strking feature of SOST theories i3 just the dy-
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breaking: of colour.

In this sease the situation is more remiaiaceat of toe

Glasnow-Weiaberg-Salan aodel of slecri-oweaSc interactions io

which she "coloured" scalar field develops з vacuum expectation

value (see, e.g. [Г J) . In this icodei the potential snore? of the

scalar field,

^ ( - b J a.»

i s aiiniinal for a aoavanishing value of u? "f

(fiere 4 is Che doublet of complex scalar fields, 'V" is a

constant). If 1/" is large ens actually deals with the classical

field, and one can epeak about the expectation value of she field

itself, not only the expectation Talus of the gau^e iavax-ianc

combination 'f *P . The electrically neutral compoaenc of cne

Higgs field V condenses io the vacuum.

In the SUST theories to be described below rhe £a»ige sym-

metiy is also spontaneously broken—coloured scalars develop large

expectation values. Unlike the standard electroweak modul, hew -

ever, the potential energy of the type (1.3) in the lagraogiaa

is not postulated. The effective potential is generated dynami-

cally, by the instantons, This is Just the meaning of the words

"dynamical symmetry breaking" which one will often encainter in

the present paper.

We 3hall mainly discuss tee ease of large vacuum fields.

the gauge fields acquire a large masa, and the effective
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coupling constant i s always sstall. The question arisest "how

a l l these small and large parameters appear, i f in the lagraagi-

an there i s no constant l ike V ?" Tne answer to this question

i s quite surprising to everybody whose intuition i s borrowed

from experience of working with QCD.

Namely, the set of dimensienful parameters in SUSI theories

i s just the в$ле as in QCD - J\_ , the mass scale determining

the value of the effective coupling constant, and the masses of

the matter particles (quarks) /V, ITu ...» In the simplest case

of one flavour the estimate for the vacuum expectation value of

the У5 f ield takes the fr та
4A

and V^ee i s large С » Л ) i f Л^«-Л I Nothing of the kind

happens in QCB: here one can freely consider the l i m i t М ^

the impact on physically measurable quantities wil l be negligible,

and certainly cone of them wil l become inf inite.

?Ъе mechanism yielding the condensate (1.5) can be explained

as follows. In the massless limit the lowest state in the theory,

rhe vacuaa. i : rot defined at a l l within the framework of pertur-

bation taeorv. i'nere are certain directions in the colour space

(fcbe so called valleys) along which the scalar f ie lds can deve-

lop arbitrary viiu^s without changing the energy of the state.

Such a property of the potential energy i s by no raeans an acci-

dent, i t ia characteristic to supersymaetry and i s maintained to

a l l orders of perturbatifitltheory (see the non-renormali2»tion

theorems mentioned abpve)i
&•?

Therefore, the value of the vacuum f ield ia determined by
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small perturbations, namely, the maes tena in the lag^angian (It

I s really small if Ун«Л ) and iastanton offsets. Tbe latter

play the basic role and are distinguished by the fact that they

represent the leading nonpertuxbative contribution whi<;h l i f ts

the vacuum degeneracy with respect to 7 . I t i s the existence

of valleys and the interplay between stabilising mass terms and

destabilizing instanton terms that i s responsible for surprising

results like (1.5)» bet us emphasize once raore that a l l relevant

Calculations are simple in esssence, reliable theoretically and

can be performed up to the very end»

The dynamical breaking of colour takes place in a sufficient-

ly broad class of models; the simplest representative, SUSY QCD,

has been described in brief above. The supersymoetry itself can

be broken only in theories with the so called chiral matter. In

other words, there should exist a certain asyuimebry between the

right-handed and left-handed fermion fields in the lagraagian, so

that the mass term is forbidden. The fact that the chiral nature

of the iiiatter i s the necessary condition for SUSY breaking is

known for at least three years, from arguments based on Witten's

index i f j . However, only now the зате condition i s explicitly

demonstrated to be also sufficient, at least in some cases.

The review i s organized as follows. In section 2 we desarioe

with зоте detail the supersymmetric quantum chroniodyhamics, the

model which shall serve as a reference point for a l l furchcr

constructions. Section 3 i s devoted to instantons in SUST gauge

theories. This section prepares the ground for the discussion

(in section 4) of physical effects, oenbioned above,- the spoata-

neous breaking of gauge symmetry aad siip&l-zyimetxy.
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2. Suoersynraetric Quantum Ghronioflyha.iid.es

2.1. Description of the Model

First of a l l l e t us sketch the most general features - the

particle content and the structure of the interaction vertices.

We shall consider here the simplest version: 517(2) gauge group

and one flavour of quarks and aquarks.

The gauge sector of the model Includes three gluone end

three spinor counter-partners- gluinos. The gluino f ie ld can be

treated either as a four-eomponent Majorana spinor or as a two-

component complex Weyl spinor.

How a few words abou . the matter sector. Secall that the

Dirae quark f ield in ordinary "jCV i s equivalent to two ciiiral

f ie lds - one left-handed and another right-handed, both trans-

forming according to the fundamental representation of the colour

SU(2) group. In other words, both chiral f ie lds are doublets in

colour. Moreover, passing from particles to antiparticles one

can rewrite the right-handed doublet as a left-handed antidoublet.

Since a l l representations of the SU(2) group are pseudoreal, the

ar.tLdoublet does not differ, in essence, from the doublet, and

therefore the Cirac quark reduces to two lsft-handed f ie lds,

colour doublets.

If so, in the supersymmetric version the description of eafb

flavour requires two chiral (left-handed) superfields, transfor-

ming according to the fundamental representation of pU(S)c ,

^^ and C * ( Ы. s 1,2). Яе shall use the Greek

let ters for colour indices and the lat in let ters for the •flavour
(-4 e( si а С of-

o n e s . T h u s » t h e c o n c i s e n o t a t i o n f o r (. P* b - > > i - s / 32 / «- f

'1
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X s 1,2, In the components the chiral field has the usual form

where the subscripts and superscripts {^,(:) are scippea, 9

Is the two-component flrasemann ̂ pinor, P i s an auxiliary bosoa

fluid entering the lagran^ian with no kiaecic term. The fields

of juarks and squurlcs are denoted by ^ ind у , respectively,

V-orcovor, & and ОС are the standard supercoordi.iates, the ar-
if

gumenta of the chiral field. Lot us 3ive here the law of their

supertransformations ( £,* «nd £. ̂  are Grassmann iufiaite-

parameters with the Lorc-ats cpinor indices P( aaci <=<' ):

(2.2)

Using the superfield language one can represent the lagran-

gian of the model in a very concise form:

(2.J)

where 7 is the real vector superfleld containing the gluon four-

potential, Vv,̂  ia the chiral superfield fleneralizing the gluon

field strength tensor,
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А л*
the fields V and W^ are actually matrices in

the colour space, for instance, f-V^t^/^ /where T**'

are th.e Pauli natrieee. The coupling constant Л i s Included

in the normalisation of the fielfl 7, The spi.noг derivative i s

denoted by X^ , while * £ ^ i s the со variant derivative.

Uotiee tljst tbe model considered, with one flavour, posse-

sses the global Я17ч2) invariance connected with the transformat-

ion of the f ields p<*~*S« • 'h i s symmetry persists even in

the presence of the mass term, see eq.(2.3). This SU(2) gxup,

which we shall refer to as to the flavour group, i s due to the

fact that the representations of the colour SU(2) are (pseudo)

?eal. All indices corresponding to the SU(2) groups are raised

and lowered by virtue of the В - symbol according to the general

roles.

In the component form the lagrangian (2.2) includes ( i )

kinetic terms for the gluons, gluinos, quarks and «quarks;

( i i ) the quark and squark mat* terms; ( i l l ) normal gauge verti-

ces; ( I T ) the coupling of quark, gluino and squark of the type

Ц7 rp. ^ до. w h e r e tj»«_Г^ a p e t i i e generator» of the

>̂ U(2J group in the fundamental representation; (v) the sun of

the D-teras
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Let us draw the reader's attention to fehe unusual - positive -

sign of this term in the lagrangtan. I t appears from W \ p ;

the kinetic part i s absent for the D-fleld and one can eliminate

i t by using the equation of aocion. la pure gluodynaalce -b -0 •

the introduction of the matter ? 6 p adds, however, the follow-

ing piece to the lagranijian

Л

7 4 *

As a result, after elimination of the auxiliary field -U we

arrive at the following expression for the self-interaction of

the scalar fields!

where we have accounted for the fact that the к (^L

generators reduce here to *£"/£, •

This information i s sufficient for elucidating the aspect

of the modele which i s basic for the whole range of phenomena

considered.

Let us assume for the moment that m=0 (the effects due to

small matter field mass will be discussed l a t e r ) . ?or C& -inde-

pendent scalar fields one can analyse the potential enersy,

vCein^. One then can readily convince oneself that the minimum

of the potential <V(uin-t>} i s achieved not only for vanishing
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values of T£ a but also for certain directions which we shall

call valleys, or flat directions. Indeed, suppose that

where ТГ i s в complex constant. I't I s evident, tiwfc for any V

a l l D 4 vanish identically, T>°~0 . Besides that, i f nteO, a l l

F-teros are also equal to zero.

Moreover, the continuous vacuum degeneracy - the existence

of the valley (2.6) - takes place aot cnly at the c lass ical level

but in any f in i te order of perturbation theory. This fact sttme

from renormalinability of the theory and the uon-renorealization

theorems[rjreading that the entire effect of perturbation theory

reduces to a ^normalization of the wave function of f i e lds .

In th is point there i s & drastic dist inction between SUSY

and non-SUSY theories. In the ordinary theory, say(

we could also assume that classical ly both the ma86 of the т

f ie ld and i t s self-intc-ractiob are absent. (In other words, at the

class ical level v_ .-o) . They would inevitably аррелг, howevsr,

already c.t the one-loo? level , БО that i t i s necessary to write

the correfjpondiug couueer— teros iu the lagraagian from the very

beginning. The counter-terms automatically destroy the indifferent

equilibrium in the potential energy.

Thus, in supers^mnetric theories with natter we can perfors

quantisation and develop perturbation theory near any point from
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the valleys»-the indefinite equilibrium existing in perturbation

theory io 7 ^ guarantees this possibility. The central quest-

ion i s whether the degeneracy i3 l i f ted Ъ? aoa-pertuxbative

effects or not.

Before we shall answer this question las из discuss the

Structure of the model with 1?V- о in »<>?* detail. I t i s obvious

that the regime with 'У'ФО corresponds tc spontaneous breaking of

the colour symmetry, which entails, in cure, a complete rearran-

gement of Che spectrum. Namely, the gauge bosons acquire Basses

and some зса1аг f ields undergo a metamorphosis, becoming their

longitudinal components. 'The acquisition of the mass by the gauge

boeons i s accompanied, as a consequence of SU3?, by generation of

masses for their spinor partners, gluinos.

Secall that in ordinary non-supersymaetrie SO(2) model with

out complex Higgs f ield (colour doublet), which i s equivalent te

four real f ields, three of the f ie lds can be postulated to vanish

identically. Imposing this condition (the so called unitary gaux<?/

we use the gauge freedom of fche theory. The remaining fourth

field, developing a vacuum expectation value v, b^ves che mass

My -9 V" to three vector bosons. Small deviations of the field

from i t s vacuua value represent the physical Si£g5 particle.

la «he aupersymmetric variant the gauge invariance ie susssi-

tuted by a larger freedom, the freedom with respect to so called

supergauge traaaformations

•cere Л i e a cfciral auperfleid, А -Л I , and the lowest

eompoaeat of Л i s arbitrary aoaglex function &
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to the superc»uge invariance we can always assume that three out of

four chiral superfields pr are identical иегов (in the to-

polbgically trivial sector):

Here YfX.Jl* a singlet chiral superfield with no colour or fla-

vour Indices* Three ehiral superfields are eaten by the Hlggs

mechanism, playing now the role of "longitudinal" components of

V i the vector superfield. The latter becomes massive if the

vacuum expectation value of Ф is non-vanishing. Thus, eq. (2.7)

Is the analogue of the unitary gauge in the ordinary Hlggs model.

Substituting it to the lagrangian (2.2) we immediately find that
of

all particles in the vector supexmultiplet are^one and the same

mass*

(2.8)

while the singlet superfield T stays massless. The possibility

of eliminating (with the aid of the supergauge condition) the

fields which are physically "enten up" by the Hisgs mechanism

is quite general. Actually we see that the "coordinate" corres-

ponding to the motion alone the bottom of the valley is the

: colour and flavour invariant Ф *\> #Л</.

It is Instructive to pursue how the degrees of freedom are

rearranged under the spontaneous breaking of colour. Before the

breaking we had 5 lossless gluons (6 degrees of freedom) and 3

maseless gluinoe (6 degrees of freedom), four
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complex scalar f ields (8 degrees of freedom) and four weyi

f -M-mions (8 degrees of freedom). After the spontaneous breaking

the spectrum consists of three gluons, three real scalar f ields

and three Dirae spinors, a l l with one and the same шазз (12

bosonic and 12 fermiooic degrees of freedom) plus one complex

scalar field and one Weyl spinor with vanishing masses (2 bosonic

and S fermionie degrees of freedom).

Thus, i f ^ф О , Che theory i s naturall/ divided in two

sectors - the sector of massive particles, 5tf(2) t r ip lets , and '

the one of massless particles. In the latter both, she colour and

flavour SU(2) groups are realised tr iv ia l ly, since the aiasslees

particles turn out to be singlets with respect to the both groups.

i t low energies ( « l*ly ) the r superfield la ster i le and,

in particular, i t s vacuum expectation value i s aot fixed - for

any constant r the potential energy vanishes. This i s just a

reflection of existence of valleys.

In this language the question of the vacuum degeneracy in the

presence of non-perturb&tive effects can be formulated as follows:

1з there any non-vanishing superpotential in the effective low-

energy lagrangiaa for Ф obtained after integration over a l l

heavy degrees of freedom?

2»2. Instantons and the Dynamics of Flat Directions

The point to be demonstrated in this section i s the emergen-

ce of the effective potential in SqDD l i f t ing the continuous va-

cuum degeneracy and fixing the value of Ф , %mi~'^r'^- О . It

turns out that the issue of the effective potential can be inves-

tigated practically to the very *nd with no explicit calculations.
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By analysing only the general properties of tbe model we shall

fix the functional fora of the. superpotential up to a numerical

constant whose concrete value is not very Important at all (the

fact that it does not vanieb la important, thought it will be

established by a direct computation, ее* sect.5)«

?i?st of alli let.ue see what v^riablee the effective poten-

tial may depend on. Since the vector supermultiplets are naesive

in the low-energy domain we are left with the dependence on

As in any low-energy erpaaaton the 'iepeadenee ОБ derivatives of

the Ф superfield is negligible In the leading approximation.

further analysis -.fill be more transparent if we temporarily

abandon the unitary gauge and ivtmt to the general gauge. la

, this case the variable sought for must be constructed from the

superfields S^ and S^ . Moreover, it is clearly must be invariant

• witb respest to all symmetries present in the model - the colour

and flavour 57(2) groups.

The only invariant which can Ъе constructed from the matter

superfielde in the case at hand le

T r S г ч . . (2.9)

The effective superpoteatial, if exists, should have the form

where !f- is some function.

There is no difficulty in establishing the form of the funct-

ion +• . I«t us recall that the original SQCD lagrangian posse-

sses an additional' invarianee connected with the chiral rotations
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of the glulno and matter fields. At the classical level there

exist two conserved axial currents. One of them, the so called

R-current, J , is the superpartner of the energy-momentum

tensor and the supercurrent. It corresponds to the following

rotational

The latter two transformations are equivalent in the superfield

language to the simultaneous phase transformations of the super»

fields S and the parameter 6 i

corresoonding trandforuiations are

Another current, Ju > involves only the matter fields; the

or, in the superfield notation,

Quantum effects destroy the conservation of both currents due to

the famous triangle anonalies. However, a linear combination of

the two currents remains anonaly-free. We have no possibility

here to plunge into discussion of anomalies; the interested rea-

der may turn to the original literature. Omitting the derivation
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we «hall quote the expression for the s t r i c t l y conserved axial

current. For the gauge group SU(2) the result i s

fCo»frv~*J)

Thus, the SQCD effective lagrangian must be invariant under the

following transformations

She rotations of 8 induce the corresponding rotation of the

invariant I, I -* 0X'b(-2№)\ , and the only possible invariant

expression for the superpotential, evidently, reduces to

Here the factor /I I s inserted from dimensional arguments, С i s

aoae numerical constant. ,

Just this factor, Л ( / i s the f irst coefficient in

the-Qell-Kann-Low function, whicli i s equal to 5 in the SU(2)

model with one flavour) enters the expression for the one-inston-

ton measure. Thus, there are a l l reasons to expect that the super-

potential 12.12), obtained from the analysis of the symmetries

of the model, i s indeed generated in the one-instanton approxi-

mation. Tbe insta&ton calculus developed in ref.L Jand described

in sect.5, will allow us to expl icit ly pursue the occurenee of

the superpotential (£.12) and to calculate the magnitude of the

numerical constant 0. Since the only essential point i s the fact
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that 0.~Ф-0 in all expressions beiow we shall put C-d .

Heturning to the unitary gauge we see that the superpotea-

tial (2,12)

(2.13)

results in a non-vanishing P-term of che superfield

f * 4
Г

corresponding potential energy i s

The instanton contribution to the vacuum energy has slight-

ly raised the flat bottom of the valley for small !V| (see

fig.l). In other words, it has destabilized the solution with no

vacuum scalar fields. The theory repulses itself from the origin

in bhe space of scalar fields.

In the naesleea limit the vacuum state does not exist at

all. Indeed, the larger the vacuum value of jf [ , the lower

is the potential energy, and the true supersyamecric minimum

V *sO is realized for infinitely large condensates.

If we want to have a normal theory, with the vacuum state,

we must "block up all exits from the valleys". To this end it

is aecessciry to lift the bottom of the valleys for large | f |

in this or that way. In the model at hand the stabilization is

readily achieved by Introducing a small mass term tYl p j ̂
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(see e^.(2.3)). Then, instead of e<j.(2,14) the potential energy

becomes

IT» ) V У '

(see f ig .2) . If >)<?<Л then the vacuum expectation value

corresponding to the minimum of the potential energy (7 вО«
pot

SUSY I s unbroken!) i s large,

</, £
•>»"' » y l (2.16)

I t i s just this fact that mJcea the whole analysis self-

consistent and just i f ies a l l assertions formulated above -

applicability of the method of effective lagrangians, spontane-

ous breaking of colour, etc .

Notice that there i s a two-fold degeneracy in the solution

for the gauge invariant quantity \ $ &*/. ^ • ^a *ul*1

agreement with Witten's index (in STj(2) model i t i s equal to two).

The degeneracy reflects-the spontaneous breaking of the discrete

symmetry Zp inherent to the model.

Concluding this section le t us sketch in a few words an

alternative method for determination of vacuum condensates (see

refs.L2 9 '5 0»1 5 '1 8 '2 0]). If one assumes that V j ^ ~V-^ О
the instanton calculus described in Sect.? allows one to f i z

the gluino condensate

(2.17)
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The latter relation is valid for any V~ >>/[ . In order to

fled the parameters <^>^)> and V separately one eaa Invoke

a supersyanetrie Ward Identity, the so called Konlshi relation

(2,18)

Eq.(2.18) evidently implies that in the superaymmetric vacuum

(2.19)

Combining eqs.(2.17) and (2.19) we come back to the result for

the vacuum scalar field quoted in eq.(2.16)

J. Instantone

is was already mentioned, the instaaton effects constitute

the heart of the mechanism under discussion. In this preparatory

section we shall describe in brief instantons in supersymme-tric

theories. Heedless to say that we are unable to repeat here all

"ABC^instantons" and refer the reader to a special review devo-

ted to the subject If J. We shall concentrate on a few aspects

essential for what follows.

Bather paradoxically, instanton calculus in supersymmetrio

theories is simpler than, say, in quantum chromodynamics. Indeed,

all aon-tero modes whose analysis is most labour- and time-

consuming, cancel If the calculations are performed •upersymmet-

rically, and, as • result, we are left with a purely classical

problem - description of the family of solutions for the claasi-
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Cal equations of motion In euclidean space-ti^e. Therefore we

hope that the material will be understanable oven to the ro

whose acquaintance with instar.tons reduces to general ideas.

The original Belavin-Polyakov-Schwartz-Tjoipkia instantoc

is a certain solution of the classical equations for the .-.luon

fieldi '.ihich we shall write out ''кте in somewhat non-standard

notations

We use here the spinor notations for the vector indices, in

particular, А
л
 • is introduced instead of the four-poteatrial

4 c .

The dotted and undotted subscripts Ы J( refer as usual to

chiral SU(2) groups. What is aore unusual, a spinor notation

is introduced also for the colour index G. ( Л =1,2,3 for

S>\)(2.)
r
 )• Instead of Д we have introduced A according to

the rule

A ^A (L) s

The gluon field strength tensor corresponding to Che inatancon

is
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t>

д

Moreover, 0Cg , О цге пшпег1са1 parameters playiag the role

of the instaatoo "centre" and "radius", respectively.

The iastantOB action i s equal to

where (L i e the coupling constant, so that the instanton cont-

ribution to physical quantities i s proportional to 2*р(-&2/£л) •

Thus, here we are dealinR with effects exponentially small in

the inverse coupling constant.

The parameters 3CO and p can be introduced directly in

solving the c lassical equations. Рог our purposes i t i s more im-

portant that their existence stems from the symmetries of the

classical action. The action for the gluon field i s invariant

with respect to the group of conformal transformations with the

following generators

-F4^ - translations in the coordinate space,

Х<э( " special conformal transformations,

И* ft , Mj a - Lorentz rotations,

D - dilatations.

Let us recall once more that oS , ы are the spinor indices,

and their connection with probably more conventional tensor no-

tations i s given, for instance, by
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The commutation relation for the generators of the conformul

group can be found, for example, in the review paper I?], and we

shall not quote them here.

In the most general form the relation between the symmetries

of the classical action and parameters like &o or P is as

follows. Start from some solution of the classical equations.

Applying the symmetry transformations to this solution we obtain

the whole family of solutions, and OCe and P , the collective

coordinates, mark individual members of the family. By varying

UCe> and p we pass from one solution to another inside the

family. In our case 0?o evidently corresponds to translations

and /? to dilatations.

It is easy to observe, however, by simple inspection that

the number of parameters is less than the number of the generators

of the symmetry group. This fact is due to the following reason:

there may exist a stationary subgroup of transformations v/hich

do not act on this or that classical solution. ?or the BPST

instanton such a subgroup does exist. It includes Mja ,

Lorentz rotations (the instanton field is of a definite chirality)

and

where i ~r is the generator of the global rotations in the colour

space (the colour rotation of the instanton field can be compen-

sated by a rotation in the coordinate space).

Generally speaking, we should have introduced collective

coordinates corresponding to 6he global colour rotations. This

can be easily done (see ref.C" J ) . However, in what follows we
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shall be always concerned, with the operators which are scalar

both la the coordinate and colour spaces, for Instance, the gluon

field strength teneor squared G . The generatore \i& do aot

act on such objects, and there is no need to explicitly include

in analysis the corresponding collective coordinates (a matrix

determining the instanton orientation in the colour space). la

other words not all generators, even if they do act aon-trivie-

II7, require their own collective coordinates. Sometimes their

action may reduce to a redefinition of the "old" coordinates.

In our example this assertion is illustrated by ̂ oij • Let us

consider a gauge-invariant quantity, say (G )^
ne
^ »

 a a d
 perform

the coordinate transformation generated by К
л
£ • One can readi-

ly convince oneself that the transformation of JTw<j is equiva-

lent to an appropriate change in /jT«J • 1 во that the "new"

( G
2
)

i a a t
 is reducible to the "old" one. "

Passing now to supersymmetric gluodynamics ire note that the

symmetry group of the classical action becomes larger. The action

Is invariant with respect to the superconforoal group, which

includes also spinor generators

@Л * supertransformations,

P
M
 Sj - euperconformal transformatioas,

(apart from the boson generatore listed above). A more detailed

discussion of the group is given, for instance, in the review

paper I J.

The generators Qj , %0( join the ranke of the stationary

subgroup - the instanton field, as was already mentioned, i s
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ehiral * . As far ее the generators Q^ , 3 ^ are concerned;

their action on the original boson solution (J.I) is non-trivial

and should generate new solutions of the classical equations,

this time, evidently, fermionic.

The classical Dirae equation for the gluino field in the

external inetanton field has the fon

«• О (5.5)

and I t s solutions are called the fermii'i eero modes, the name

associated with the proce; .re of calculation of the fermion deter-

minant in the background instanton f ie ld.

There i s no diff iculty in obtaining explicit expressions

for the zero modes from symmetry arguments. To this end one

should take into account that under supertransformations

where с i s *he transformation parameter and £ыл i s the

gluon f ield strength tensor (in spinorial ootationc). Usder the

supereonformal transfoT^ations

' I t may be worth explaining that the action of rJ^ iE ascompa-
aied by multiplication by u^j , and effectively £>" DC^^
has the same chirality as Q .
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where &£ i s another parameter. Substituting GU& \(*а<

into the right-hand side of eqs.(3.6),(3.7) we can check that

solutions for Я thus generated do satisfy the Dirac equation

(5.5). Those who believe in supersymaetry will agree that this

assertion i s evidently valid and requires no chtckg.

In instantoo investigations in QOD the instanfeon zero modes

wero obtained directly!, Jby solving the Oirac equation. In SUSY

gluodynamics they have a simple geometrical moaning and are con-

nected with thr symmetry of the c lass ical action.

It i3 clear that SUSr will be realized in full only i f we

shall introduce fermion collective coordinates, apart from 0Co

and p . The fermion collective coordinates have the meaning of

coefficients in front of the zero modes in the g^naral expansion

of the ferniion f ie ld in eigenfunctions of the Dirac operator.

The "classical" spinor field i s evidently linear in these coor-

dinates and the corresponding computation i s simple. The reader

should remember, however, that there may arise some pieces in the

boson fields, say, bilinear in the fernion coordinates. Likewise,

in the fermion f ie lds some tri l inear terms may be induced. All

these extra terms correspond to two successive supertransforraat-

ions and below we shall deal with explicit examples of this kind.

Maintaining SUSY expl icit ly at each step we shall be able to find

at once the whole family of solutions, to be accounted for in the

functional integral along with the original instanton.

Constructively, the collective coordinates can be introduced

by virtue of the following simple device. Let us define the gene-

ralized translation operator
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t" ' (5.8)

where ^ t /3 are the Grassmana collective coordinates. Then,

in order to find the transformation laws of the collective coor-

dinates, one should ( i ) multiply the operator i/ (from the left)

by, say, &K/p'('lQ£. ) , ( i i ) using the commutation relations for

the generators transpose &И]рС~№Ь. ) to the right-mo3t po-

sition, ( i l l ) reduce the result to a redefinition of the original

parameters. In a formal language

(5.9)

where P Is some transformation from the stationary subgroup .
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In thie way we arrive at the following transformation

lews for the collective coordinates with respect to super-

translations with parameters £ and £ :

(3.10)

The input Information in derivation of these results is the

canonical commutation relations for the superconforsnal group

generators,

Jlow we proceed to a somewhat raore complex problem - the

dependence of instanton - associated superfields on the col-

lective coordinates thus introduced. Та find the dependence

we must, first of all, take into account that chiral super-

fields (considered as functions of coordinates ОС & and

the collective coordinates) are invariants with respect to

simultaneous transformations of (•%, j& ) and {•%# P @e & )•

It is convenient therefore, as a preparatory step, to const-

ruct possible invariants from iPL.
t
Q} and (ЭС'р Р/&о,Р )•

Analogously, if we would like to ensure the Poincare inva-

riance, the appropriate combination would be (JC-^-.j ),

which is evidently, invariant under the simultaneous trans-

lations of X and Xj . Any field depending on {X-Xo) ie

automatically Poincare-invariant.

One can readily convince oneself that tne combination ^

C3.11)

-rsnsforna in a relatively simple way:
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while the quantity

its Just the invariant sought for. It is clear now that tbe

instant on auperfield vV (
B e e
 eq.(2.4)) has the form

Indeed, let us consider first the limit of vanishing

Grassmann collective coordinates, &
o
^g-=-0 « Then we are

dealing with purely boeonic solution (3«1)« In the super-

field W~ the boson term is multiplied by & (see eq.(2.4)),

and thus, the answer for № ie trivially known for &
0
-/}-0.

Tbe only thing we should do to obtain the full answer (3.13)

ie to supplement 6/P by extra terms converting &/P into

&/f . The sceptically oriented reader may check that eq.

(ЗЛЗ) correctly reproduces fermior zero modes which appear

as coefficient functions in front of & and V , (Here

the superscripts 0 and 1 denote powers, the transformation law

for i:.- - x is discussed below in a more general context 5.

Also needed for explicit calculations is the integra-

tion measure in tae space of the collective coordinates,

This expression is, naturally, invariant under SDSY trans

formations by itself.

Up to now we have discussed pure SUSY gluodynamics.

What happens if matter fields of one flavour are addea ?
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Pheinstenton gluon field (3*1) stay* intact. The equations

of motion include now the equations for quark and squark

fields. Considering the gluon field as given one can find

the scalar field satisfying Ю j~O , namely

where Ы. and / are the colour and flavour indices, V is

the vacuum expectation value of the V
7
 field (see sect.2;

we hope that the reader will not be confused by the fact
m

that the flavour index J. is treated as dotted).

It is worth noting that the fields (3.1), (3.15) are

not the exact solutions cf the classical equations, since,

for instance, the equation

for the vector field in the presence of the scalar one con-

tains source terms, which are not taken into account. At

large distances the latter are equivalent to the mass term

for the vector field and result in an exponential fall off

of thftj field /^ , Correspondingly, there emerges an extra

contribution in the instanton action,

The action is now P -dependent even at the claesicd level.

This fact indicates that at O~P-0 , strictly speaking, we

are dealing not with the true stationary point in the fun-

ctional integral. Bevertheless, the inetanton contribution

may be important and its consideration is legitimate; for a

more detailed discussion of this aspect see the original

papers
7
'

20
'

26
/. We shall be concerned with the generaliza-

tion on the supersymmetrie case.
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The matter fields change the analysis performed above

for SUSY gluodynamics bringing in a novel element. Namely,

the scalar field (3*15) is non-invariant with respect to the

translations generated by u?£ , the observation obvious af-

ter the coordinate transformation (2*2). Hence,<?j no more

belongs to the stationary subgroup, and, as a result, it is

Imperative to introduce a new collective coordinate, &o .

The transformation laws for the new set of collective

coordinates can be established, as usual, with the help of

the operator

) t <• '«
t

1Г(*
To this end we multiply У by 4.Xf>(-$£)or 4xj)(-lQ.E.) . Hot

dwelling on the computational details let us give the final

result

(ЗИ7)

For other collective coordinates the transformations are

quoted in eq.(3.10).

Proceeding further to construction of invari*"ts we may

notice that, apart from 9 (see eq.(3*11)) there appears

now another quantity with the homogenious transformation

law,

Indeed, eqs. (З.Ю), (3.17) imply that

which yields, in turn»
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The list of the superiuvariante takes the form

4" , £ .. S [<+«№)]. (3.19)
Г / '

More exactly, our analysie refers to chiral fields. Trea-

ting antichiral fields or general euperfield& requires an

extension of the technique, not to be discussed here.

Relations (3.19) prompt us в recipe for introduction

of the collective coordi.nstee in chiral sup^rfielde, Tf et

^ - Р , ~ й - О в given choral euperfield depends on X
1
. and &

theu lxs tbe реяегв! oaet one must perform the following;

eubetitution: ,, _̂̂

Глг а: )
я
/

л
«7_* ̂  fs ̂  **

(3.21)

Tne expression С3•* 3J for W eteys intact becauee

tee differeriCt between *•-•%& eric OL m this case plsye no

role ; the factor & acts as tne delta function б / 5y,

the well-known property of tne Graesmarm numbers.

To elucidate the physical meaning of &o let ue ex-

pand eq.0.21) in #0 at £?-/£*£ V
е

In particuJar. for p tne preecriptior lends tc

«.22)
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Comparison with the general expression

shews that the epinor matter field reduces to

( У is the Lorentz index; f* Ts-0 by equations of motion}

The spinor field (3.23) coincides, up to an overall

factor, with the standard fermion zero mode' '. The Grass-

mann parameter Go , or more exactly, two parameters, &
o

and B
Q
 , are proportional to the expansion coefficients in

these zero modee.

Thus, SUSY imparts a geometrical meaning tc the aero

modes of matter fennione.

How, when all collective coordinates are introduced

and auperinvariant expressions for the instanton superfi-

elds are built we approach the most non-trivial point in

the models with matter, one of the key points of the fcr-

laalism developed - the integration measure over the collec-

tive coordinates. In purely bosonic case this problem -

the integration measure in Che theory with scalar particles

and spontaneous breaking.of gauge symmetry - was solved in

the pioneering paper* .In the O\J(2) model with two

•'2b/
Higgs doublets the result' is proportional (in the Eo-

gomoiny limit) to

tf^jc, £ «3-2*)

-were & is the first coefficient in the Seli-Mann-Low

I
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function, ^г-С^)>9^'^%' The exponent 4<f>(-<**Uy!>z) re-

flects the fact that the inetanton action depends on one of

the collective coordinates, О , already in the classi6al ap-

proximation* This dependence, in turn, i s explained by the

following ? the BPST inetanton in the presence of scalar

fieldв with non-vanishing P is an anproximate eolution of

the classical equations, so that the full classical action

varies slowly as a function of 0 . In other words, integra-

ting in the functional space we use the steepest descent me-

thod In e l l directions along which the action changes rapid-

ly, while dynamics of one specific direction corresponding to

weak dependence is etudied explicitly.

At first sight i t seems that the only modification in

the *t Hooft result caueed by supersymmetry reduces to ap-

реягфее of additional differentials of the fermion collec-

tive coordinates, d Qoa Qod A . One can easily convince

oneself, however, that the Integration measure > turns out to

be non-invariant under the supertraneformation. More exactly,

eqe.O.10), (3.17) imply that i t is Juet the exponent

that spoils the superinvariance of the meaeure.

Fortunately, the failure by no means casts a shadow on

the formalism, it simply reveals a mistake in our naive rea-

soning. The point i s that in SUSY theories the notion of rri-

diue is generalized, and the quantity entering the inetnr •

ton amplitudes - we call i t the invariant radius - has the

form
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(this expression refers to SQCD with one flavour; cf. eq.(3.

19)). In terms of (>lnv the integration measure reduces •

', (3.26)

a non-vanishing numerical constant figuring in eq,(3.26) i s

also calculable, in principle.
/ xi. \

It ia instructive to trace how 2*f c^Hf* Vyot non-eupei'sy-
. 1 x 2 .

mmetric version converts intoOphiuva- ) in SQCD. The extra
pieces containing &QA are due to the Yukawa vertices Q г Я У*

in the lagrangian. Substituting the gluino and quark zero mo-

des instead of Я and */* , and the solution (3.15) instead

of У
7
 , one can find, wJth some effort, that the desired com-

bination in the action, p7 , indeed emerges. Futher details

are geven in ref.' '.

The use of the elements cf instanton calculus sketched

above trivializes the calculation of the effective superpoten-

tial in SQCD with one flavour. It is convenient to formulate

the problem as follows : find the energy associated with the

(super) instanton centered at {DC
0
 &

o
 ) which "lives" in the

external field p f^-
L
 &J •

For the constant external field, independent of ОС and

& {S' £4/ rs'2'V-a') • the answer is actually given in

eq.(3.26). All what we need to do is to extend it to the са-

зе of weakly varying external fields. Since we are interested

in the low-energy limit, the derivatives of the external (su-

per)field over ОС and 9 can be consistently neglected.

Then the effective euperpotential will clearly depend enly

on P '/•%o
t
&/ $

ы
/ fao &/ , Moreover, to find the depen-
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dence it ie sufficieu* to make The substitution

in eq.(3.26). Expanding the exponent ia tbie equation in

foflj and performing integrations over dt>1dZ&0 and C^A we
arrive at the following effective action :

Juet this expression has bees obtained in eect.2 from general

arguments» A diagrammatic sketch of the problem of the effec-

tive aaperpotential is displayed on fig.3.

Some other examples of instanton ealealatione, both in

the simplest model with one flavour and in more complicated

models, are presented in the original paper ,

4 «Classification of models» Spontaneous SUSY breaking

*'e hope that now, when the reader is familiar with the

simplest example of SQCD she/he can Seigine how the instan-

tons induce the dynamical symmetry breaking and organise the

weak coupling regime in a more general case. In SQCD the co-

lour eyaunetry is broken, net SUSY, end this ie actually a

ccneequ«ce of the index theorem '. It tie Witter» index It

nonvenishing (in tne £(/(2/вир«.2гзутоте1гас quantum chromody-

nBtfice It equals to 2) the eponiancouc зирегвуштеггу breektng

ie irsposaible.

One of th« moet striking eepecte of the phenomenon un-

der investigarior. ie ite universality. Almost ir. every model

with matter tfiere Is a clessical vacuum аецепчгасу, valleys,

and together with them there «uncrgea ч poter.tie! posBibillty
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for destabilization of the "trivial" vacuum, corresponding

to zero scalar f ields - the destabilization launched by the

instanton effects.

The patterns of formation of large vacuum condensates

may be very diverse. Introducing this or that matter znultipl«ts

in certain combinations we realize a concrete scheme from a

rather rich spectrum of dynamical scenarios, including (ее

particular cases) the spontaneous breaking of colour (sect,2)

and spontaneous breaking of SUSY.

A systematic study of different variants has been an-
/ла/

dertaken in ref. . We shall list here basic, most tipical

situations, and then dwell on tne simplest model with the

spontaneous SUSY breaking in the weak coupling regime.

4.1. Cataloguing dynamical scenarios

First of all, let us describe the general structure of

those supersymmetric models which are the subject of the pre-

sent survey. The gauge sector includes gluons and gluino

transforming according to the adjoint representation of the

gauge group G. The following groups have been investigated

in the literature :

С - SUM +U S * SO(AJ) .
Some examples with direct products l ike

$~$U/N)*$V{M) cr C>= Sir/to)*xs(i)
have been analysed as well.

Ae regards to -he structure of the matter sector, com-

bining matter multlplets in different representations and

in different numbers one can get a large family of variants,

more exactly, two families, or two principally distinct
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clasaee : non-chiral and chiral matter.

In the first CIP.SB we can ascribe a mass tern to all

matter fields without violating gauge symmetry (and SUSY).

Supersymmetric QCD belongs to this decs, and, as was alrea-

dy noted, the spontaneous SUSY breaking in such models can

not take place.

For the chiral matter introduction of cny mass term i6

forbidden by gauge invorianoe. The Witten index in this case

has not been calculated, so that the possibility of the va-

nishing iadez has been not ruled out. Therefore, the search

for the spontaneous SUSY breaking muet be limited beforehand

by this class of models.

Notice that if for the nonchiral matter the ambiguity

in the coice of the matter multiplets is rather broad, the

ambiguity for the chiral matter is much narrower since there

exists a very restrictive constraint : all "internal" axial

anomalies in ttt& theory must cancel. Thus, for instance, the

pw5/-mo<iel will be anomaly free only if the metter sec-

tor contains an equal number of 5's and 10*s of chiral eu-

perfields,

\fter the set of matter fieldo is fixed the next step

is to study the issue of valleys. This study, in turn inclu-

des neverul stages and can be summarized in the form of an

algorithm.

(i) Cor.Bider the rlriseiCHl action with the Yukawa and

тгвв terms in the Buperpot*nfcial switched off. (If the mat-

ter le non-chiral th«' euperpotentinl enn, generally npeskin^,

contain the former and the latter terms, in the models with
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the chiral matter only Yukawa fcerme are admissible). Seglec-

ting the Yukawa and mass terms we are left only with the

gauge interactions,
 —

where S is a generic notation for the matter superfieldo.

(ii) Write out the expressions for the D-terms,

2 f ^ m (4.D
Here 7 are scalar f ie lds, the lowest components of p ,

f i s the flavour index ; the summation runs over a l l matter
гря,

multipiets, / are the generators of the gauge group in

the corresponding representation,

Purthermore, there are two logically possible variants.

The first variant : the system of equations /J =0 have only

the trivial solution with all scalar fields vanishing. An

example of such a situation is provided by the f5C//5/model

with one 5 and one 10 of the matter fields' . In this case

the gauge symmetry remains unbroken, we are dealing with the

strong coupling regime, and the question of the spontaneous

(non-perturbative) SUSY breaking csn be investigated only by

virtue of indirect methods, which will not be discussed in

the present review. Let us parenthetically note that the

authors of refs.' • " have given strong arguments in fa-

vour of the spontaneous SUSY breaking in the above model with

one 5 and one 10.

Below we shall concentrate on another, more rich variant,

which potentially leads to the spontaneous breaking of colour

in the weak coupling regime. Let us assume that the set of

equations U =0 has a non-trivial solution in the space of
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scalar fields.

Depicting the selfinteraction energy of the scalar

fields in the form of a profile.

we can. think of the system of solutions ав of a net of "сь-

,пуопе" or "valleys" with the perfectly flat bottom (in the

approximation considered) which corresponds to the zeru-

-htigbt level, yet =-. The eteepueds of the upgrade ir. the

"perpendicular" direction ie determined by the gauge coup-

ling g. (The manifold of points lying
 o n tile

 bottom of the

canyons ie formed by all solutions of the system D O . ) Is

the simplest example, SQCD witn one flavour (sect.2)^ the ca-

nyon is stretched as в straight line starting at the origin

( *f«- V« "0) and ending at infinity. In more complicated

*• tvitfc

models the canyons stratinj- Ггол the origin.,̂ and ramify for-

ming в far-flung network analogous to that existing in ge-

nuine mountain ridpea.

The general mttnod for solving, the equations D «0 is

not yet developed, as far RP we know. Some devices facili-

tating the search for the valleye xn caees most frequet..-у

encountered with are described ir refe. '• . Let ue em-

phasise that the issue of «rellc-js, especially in tir.t modeie

with the cbiral metier. ie a sufficiently difficult techni-

cal problem ; the solutions lor the valleye rather often ta-

ke extremely intricate form.

Hot to mp.Ke unsubstantiated statements не reproduce he-

re one of the family of vulleyB, whicr was found by из in



the DW*/-model with two 5'e, V"' end I/
1
"*", and two 10'e,

and ^
4
A (tbe model was diecueeed in refe. * '

1
" ' ) ,

The moat convenient perametrization of the solution ie

a polar one ; then the eolutlon depends on three numbers -

a radiup r and two angles, oi and & . In this parametrira-

tion the scalar fields from the 5'e and Ю ' е , correepondiug

to the valleyi are

V
 e О

о
о

(4.3)
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Varying г in the interval ,( О O O )
 w i t n

 ^
 e n d

 ^ fixed

we cover the bottom of the velley starting at the origin in

the space of scalar fields and finishing at infinity.

(ill) For any point from the bottom of the valley

Vpot =0. Thus, the vacuum ie continuously degenerate, and

the degeneracy is not lifted in any finite order of pertur-

t>arion theory.

Here our catalogue ramifies since there are several

alternative poosiMlitiee to be described below.

The effective euperpotential lifting the vacuum degene-

racy may <-.p mey not emerge in the one-instanton epproxiraetioti.

An example cf the situation with the unbroken degftnerscy and

perfectly flat directions ie provided by the gauge theory

with extended (N=2) SUSY' , Another similar example ie

SQCU with И ^ У £ and strictly masslees quarks^16'

the number of flavours (colours)). In this case further ana-

lysis is needed to define the vacuum state of the theory.

Actually, one and the same lagrangian describes a set of

theories differing by the value of the condensates. The phy-

sics In different phases is absolutely different ; for ins-

tance, there is ei phase with unbroken gauge*symmetry and
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confinement and a phase with spontaneous colour breaking»

A more detailed discussion of the inane is given in ref.' ' .

Here it is worth noting that irrespectively of the phase

actually realized an Dblig-itory feature of such models ie

a strictly massleas scalar metnn (dilaton). Supereymmetry

then implies the existence of a whole supennultiplet of etric-

tly meseiess particles.

Prom the stand-point of ths present review more interes-

ting is another situation with non-vanishing instantзп-gene-

rated effective superputential. In all models with the ins-

tant un superpotential discussed in the literature the effec-

tive superpotential results in a repulsion from the origin

(see fig. 1), which seems natural, though. Indeed, the more

the value of the scalar field the stronger is the suppression

of the instanton contribution in the vacuum energy, and with

^if^-^oo along the bottom of the valley the instantone switch

off and и
w
 -*• 0 . If further measures are not taken the

theory turns out to be unprotected from formation of infini-

tly large condensates - this is energetically expedient. In

this version there is no vacuum state at all.

Thus, there emerges the problem of stabilising the the-

ory by virtue of mass or Yukawa terms in the classical su-

perpctential which would forbid infinitly large condensates»

**According to ret,' , in principle, under certain condi-

tions the instanton superpotential could have raised the bot-

tom of the valleys for large ¥f tending to stabilize the the-
ory at the origin. However, the models in which such a regime
is realized for all valleys агз unknown.



In other words, to guarantee the existence of the genuise

vacuum state it ie vecessary to block the exits from all

vail eye by lifting their bottoms at large *P . For noa-ehi-

ral matter the problem ie readily solvable by adding mass

terms (see the discussion of SQCP with one flavour in sect.2),

In the models with trie chiral matter we. have at our disposal

only Yukawa terme» If only rencroelisable theories are consi-

dered the set of tne Yukawa terns (cubic is the metter super-

Jields) is limited by symmetry arguir'nte. Ae e result, stabi-

lisation of the theory ie not always possible.

Ae sx> example let ue mention pnWUno&el (4^£ . Л» eve-)

with one matter superaultiplet transforming ae an antisymmet-

ric tensor Ar^-jand ( ':• - 4) eupennultiplete in the fundames-

tal representation, V . She general form of the Yukawa

classical superootentisl ie

where f,e» 1,2....,(5 - t) are flavour indicee, and the ma-

trix of the Yukawe eonetects k< satisfiee the conditions

Д, - A - » Inetentone generate в &vtperpotential pushing

out from the origin while the interaction U.5) does not ев~

sure stabilization is all direct!ess, Oonsequentl? the mo-

del seems to have nc vacaun etete.

Тле concluding part of our catalogue ze devoted to e.

most intereetinfj dynaaicei petterc in which both SVll and

eoloui are spontaneously broken, and everything is calcu-

lable (in the week coupling regime). If a model witf; the

ehiral matter ••пввеввев VBii^ye. if iretantons generate в

repulsive superpotential, if t&e theory ca& De completely
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stabilized by Yukawa terms eo that escaping et infinite *fi's

is impossible - if all these "ifs" are fulfilled - then

almost for certain the dynamical SUSY breaking will take

place in such a model. Seemingly just here, in this direction

one must concentrate the efforts in searches of a realistic

theory of quarks and leptons, if of course such theory is

actually based on SUSY. Historically the first toy model

with the spontaneous SUSY breaking in the (controllable)

weak coupling regira was the $l>
r
(5)-model with two 5'з and

two W
1
5.H/.

The conditions listed above are necessary, but. generally

speaking, not sufficient. In the literature two criteria

are known' » , each of them guaranteeing the spontaneous

breaking of supersymmetry.

Criterium 1. Assume that the Yukawa terras in the super-

potential introduced for stabilization at large ^ do not

contain some matter eupermultlplet S (or a linear indepen-

dent combination of supermultiplets). In this case the glui-

no condensate plays the role of the order parameter - a ncn-

-vanishing vacuum expectation value

implies that SUSY is spontaneously broken. Indeed, if the

supermultiplet S enters the lagranginn only in the form

$5 £ £ j 0 then the anomaloue Konishi idenjity^
25^ takes the

form

"£y(fb £ pj • (a numerical constant « \,V ) (A.4)

where -I> is the spinor derivative. If so, the vacuuir. ex-

pectation value of V/ is equivalent to
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On the other hand, for unbroken STJSY, evidently,

f 5
Criterion: 2, Let ue consider the theory which have el»

tfaer no valleys at all, or with all velieys "blocked" by

YultPWB or mass tense in the euperpctentlei (so that their

bottom ie slightly raised et large т }. If in ouch a theory

some exact continuous global symmetry (eay, the axial
#
eym-

metry} is spontaneously broken, then SUSY ie broken es well.

Sketching the proof'' we ahell omitt subtleties. (A

close line of reasoning in & pfirti.culer case of 7*"«? es-ended

/28/

euperaymmetry ie presented in ref. • .) Under the spont&ae-

oue breaking of the continuous global iavari&nce в шьве1еве

Qoldetone boson, 7Г , inevitably appears. Ясен the Л^"

should be accompanied by maesless euperpertners, ix particu-

lar, by a scalar pen,ieie with the zero spin, S" . Since the

^ field due to its Goldetone nature entere the lagrangicn

*ith the raniehing euperpotentiel, Ул^(Ц) =•'.', ti-t- С field

potential muat also variieh, and, hence, the vacuum expectetloc

value ̂ (T/ Is not fixed. In other worde the (5" .field playe
the role of 'the dilaxer, connecting distinct vecue with one

ana the ваше - zero - energy with each other . Thie conclu-

sion, however, contradicte the starting eesurap^ion of the

absence sf eblolately flat directions in the ia£r&ngian. The

*) The fS field can not describe a Coldstone beson of some
other spontaneously broken symmetry since is this case the
values of <C6^ should have formed some compact manifold. As
argued in ref. 9 , the 1$ \ manifold is non-compactl
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only possibility to avoid the contradiction ia to admitt

that supersymmetry is spontaneously broken.

Notice that two criteria formulated above are not quite

independent. Indeed, if certain superfield S does not enter

the classical superpotentiel (see criterium 1) then there

exists an axial current - з linear combination of the S-oiBt-

ter current and R-current - which is strictly conserved. Mo-

reover, the operator 7l/\ is obviously non-invariant with ree-

pect to the transformations generated by this current. IS so,

the condensation of W automatically implies thp зготанеоие

breaking of the corresponding axi=il symmetry.

In conclusion we present a bable summarizing tiie situa-

tion for a series of models considered in the literature

(see ref. where a list of earlier references is given).

The next section ia a mini-review of a simplest model with

the spontaneous SUSY breaking in the weak coupling regime.

4.2. Dynamical SUSY breaking : r>v tiJ

Making up our mind to constuct a model with the cr.iral

matter and valleys we may be prompted by the Glashow - tfei.n-

berg - Salam scheme. Since only the pedagogical aspect ie

essential here it is convenient to simplify the node! fur-

ther, keepeng s single genorstion of tne matter fielae,

switching off the hyperciisrge and ecippiag the £ parxicits

(в. is singlet both in colour and weak isospin and intevact3

only with the boson gauging the hypercharge).

Acting in this way we actually get SQCC with tnree со- .

lours and two flavours, 1С and cC , In other words, the mat-

ter sector includes the following chiral (left-handed) fields:
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* if* fr-ttb t ) ,

Furthermore the flavour interaction of the left-handed par-

ticlee (tt* </
W
) - but not U. d 1 - ie gauged. The corree-

ponding gauge bosons, \Y*, W , W*, and their euperpartnere,

evidently transform according to the adjoint representation

of the SC^«2/group of the weak isoepin. The gauging of the

left-handed $V(2) group ie the origin of the asymmetry bet-

ween the left-handed end right-handed matter.

Finally, since the odd number of the left-handed doub-

lets ( U * ft* ),Ы -1,2,3, in the $Ufejgroup is forbidden

by the anomaly*^' it is necessary to add one more (leptonic)

doublet of chiral superfiel.de,

Aeeemblir-c everything together we get 14 left-handed Weyl

spinors plus their supcrpartners ; the 15-- left-handed spi-

nor, i. , as weв already mentioned, iB excluded from consi-
-

deration*

It ie easy to check that no mass term exist which would

be inver.1 an* with respect to the gauge group G =*p(f{%)*S

In the class of the renonnalizeble theories the admissible

interaction, apart from the (super)ceu£e one, ie the Yukawa

term in the classical superpotentiel, which can be chosen

«<; follows :

where n/ is e Yukawa coupling constant. Let ue draw the rea-
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der'a attention zo the fact that the field tl is absent in

W-£ ; we snail use it later on.

Jugi like in ordinary Glaahcw - -Veinberg - Saiam 3cheme

the pU (3) gauge constant, tf, , ia assumed to be much lar-

ger than the Sv (2) gauge constant,^ , Besides that,

In the limit Л--? О the model possesses the valleys cal-

culable with no difficulties, Hetnely, if

where a and b are arbitrary complex parameters, tiien a l l

£> -terma (both in the SU"(3) and S^"(2)) vaniab. The Isika-

we term (4.9) ensures stabilization raeiag the bottrm of the

valley at fdl, I 'l ** ° ° •
If a ^ 0 and to it 0 the gauge symmetry is completely

broken so that 11(«8+3) ohiral auperflelde are eaten by the

Higgs aeohanism yielding the mass io e l l eleven vector, au-

permultiplete present in the model. Three light chiral эй-

perfields remain maasless in thia approximation (h«0).

How let us switch on non-perrurbaiive effects* Ve shell

take into account only the instantons is the colour SV (3)

group ; those living in the $U (2) are neglected due to

the emallness of Q.^ , The eareful reader «i l l probably be

able to write out immediately the inatanton-iadticed euperpo-

tential :

^
/ >
 (4.12)

I
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where / . i s the ecalo factor determining 9,. , the factor

2 is introduced far convenience, and

This euperpotential "drives out
11
 the scalar fields from the

origin (i.e. from the domain e«0 and/or b«0) and generatee

the spontaneous! breaking of gauge inverience and 8'JSY. If

eq.(4«10) ib fulfilled the breaking occure in'the weak coup-

ling regime.

To prove thp above assertion or, SUSY 'breaking one in-

voke criterion 1 (sec- ввел, 4.1 ). Indeed, the fiel<? Ц, does

not enter W * , Pig»i demonstrateB 'ihbt the model at ЬБПЙ

is cbaracterieed by a KaK-vaniahing condensate ^ ^ Д ^ » whe-

re A stands for the octet of the SC"(3) gluinoe.

A mere detailed infornetion can be extracted from inves-

tigation of the superpotentiai ( V.'
ê
 + ̂ eff-

 inBt
. ̂

#
 ™

Ь е
 Р

г о
~

eedure is qu*te standard : at first combining et)s.(4,12) and

(4.9) we fiftd all F-terme ья functions of sceler fields, then

we eubntitute the scalar fields lying at the bottom of the va-

lleys (aee cq.(в. 11)) ; and finilly ^iniraist the poter,tiel

^ e i ^ S l F j with respect to a and b, fixing in thie way

the vacuum expectation values of the scalar fields end the

vacuuji energy. The cuthors of ref. obtain :

for Jy*d th« perametere a and Ъ, aa «as expected, teed to

Infinity, «tiicc justifies the approximation of the week cou-
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A

pling (the gauge boson masses №-
/
.'*?Q"i

The light particle sector contains a Goldetone (strictly

maaslesa) fermicn, "electron", whose existence can be deri-

ved from the »t Hooft consistency condition^/ for the ano-

malous triangle induced by the aypercharge. It includes al-

so a neutral fcrmion (/#2ь H.b/i A )• Among the spinless

boeona there in one strictly maesless Goldetone (pseudo)sca-

lar corresponding to the spontaneous breaking of seme axial

one charged and three neutral ecalars with masses

5«Conclusion

The question of the dynamical SUSY breaking by nen-per-

turbative effects is four-dimensional Gauge theories was

raised in ref/ '. Long-lasted searches for such a scheme

are finally crowned with success. The fact that, apart from

supersymmetjry, the gauge invarience is also broken, ев a ru- ,

Is, in the theories with matter can be considered as as ad- (

ditinnal and very valuable boon. The weak coupling regime

emerging in this way io completely controlled theoretically.

Now, when the phenomenon is proved to be possible, the

searches of a realistic model based on the mechanism des-

cribed above become the aim number one. The first steps in

this direction have been undertaken in .refs.'"* . We do

not discuss corresponding results in this survey referring

the reader to the original literature since the work in the

field seems to be far from completion. The schemes proposed

do not pretend to be totally satisfactory either due to es-

thetical от purely phenomenological reasons. At best they
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hs"'e the status of "semirealistic models", ae formulated

by their authors. Thus, the main work is afaeed, and will the

searches be euceesBfull ?

At the same time one can hardly question the feet that

xlie ipstantons - and th«ir analysis is» A fascinating theore-

tical problem - will play e key role ir. solving the practical

а feciriv the investigators of the models.



Table I

Dynamical scenarios realized in some modela with matter discussed in the literature, IJ
c
 is the

number of colours, N- the пишЪег of flavours, G is the gnuge group, m stands for tha mass (of

the matter eupermultiplet), J[_ ie the scale parameter determining the gauge coupling constant.

Model SQOB SQCD EQ3D 3QGD

The matter
aeotor

m •= 0

^ы^ • m
N
 «A

Soheme no vacuum state SU(H
0
) ia broken down

to SU(3J
c
-H

f
), SUSY ia

unbroken

the colour symmetry
is completely broken
(weak coupling reeime
SUSY ia unbroken.

Instanton super-
potential is not
generated.Colour
and 3USY are
unbroken

Model SQCD S U U ) GoSUCM), N - even

И 6
G - SV'/Sj

The matter)
aeotor

«A.

one antiaymmetrio
tensor Xj-

c
-j

m f 0
 J

one antisymmetric ten-
sor y^-t-i'i and (N-4)
(anti) multiplbts in
the fundamental repre-
sentation.

one 5 and one

Soh th« colour aynmetry
la completely broken
(weak coupling regime
SUSY is unbroken.

SU(4)-C(6) ia brok
dovm to 3p(4)»O(5),
STIKTT i a unbroken.

en no vacuum state the colour (я un-
broken (it rang coup-
ling regime),SUSY
seems to be broken



KoA»t о«зи(я), н - G « 5U(5) G - S0(3) в SU(2)

The Better
see tor

one antisymmetric
teneor Xcij] end
(anti) raultlpletn
in the funuamental
representation.

one eynmetrlc
tensor Slj «no
H4 t i l

two 5"в ana two

IC'a
lets in the fun-
ds raentil represen-
ts tion.

u end d-quarke.

'Sohetke no atite

superpoten-
ia not generated

Vhe vBcuvm degeneracy
la not l ifted ( ^ „ s 0)

the colour sym-
metry Is broken
(weak coupling
regime), SUSY ie
spontaneously

broken.

the colour symmetry
i s completely broken,
SUSY ie broken (sect,
4.2).
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Pig.l. SQCD with one massless flavours the potential energy

corresponding; со self-interaccion of the scalar Tield

along the oottom of the valley: 1 - perturbation theory;

2 - instaaton-induced affective superpotentiai included.

' r *

?lg.2. 'i'ne p«3tenfciul energy (see fig,l) after intrrodvtcsioa of

the aiatter тазн -егщ ( Йг<«Д ).



Pier.3. Diagram for the effective superpofceotiali generated by

iastantone in th* 5lT(2)-model with one flavour.

?i.i?.~. Cae-inatontou lootributioa tr. the gluino condensate

{'ЗЯ ^ io the RU(J)rSU(il4;-«c4e3. with rwc flavour'-..

ThB OT(5)-ina4ente» conr-aias si?-. ^l'oiiiC aei*e modes aad

four u t t e r t«:« nod*sc. Cresses mark the vuctiun scalar

'iftldt which %re defjritined by the parameters Л and в .

?he closed c irc le denotts the operator Л А .
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